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The President

Colin Collyer

Well, here we are, April, classed as the month with the best modelling weather. I wonder if this
years April will be any different, because the first 3 months have had "different" weather. And
some of that weirdness can be seen at the field, with the bottom half unable to be mowed all
summer, as it’s too wet, and I see a snail curled up sunning its self in the long grass this
week... I would have thought it would have been too cold. I didn't
bother him and he didn't bother me! On a similar note we have a pair
of eagles in our area, grand birds that need to be encouraged to stay.
If they wander over for a look see, fly in another part of the sky and
don't bother them. They seem friendly enough, but that may change in
the breeding season. Isn't it great to get a bit of wildlife this close to
the city, let’s look after it and appreciate it.
This weekend see's the club again competing in the VMAA trophy. This is an inter-club
competition, over about 10 events, and this year we have a few new members in our team. To
these new members I say.... have fun, don't take it too seriously, and in doing so, we "get in
the way" of those that do take it seriously. And with half an ounce of luck we will do OK. For
the rest of the Club, it's quite a good spectator sport, so come along and offer support and
cheer us on.
As noted last meeting, my mention of safety was timely, as another club had a serious
accident that put a member in hospital with serious facial injuries and ongoing medical issues.
If you let your imagination wander for a bit, I would imagine that those involved were doing
things they have done a million times before, enjoying lovely weather, and having a chat while
flying, nothing out of the ordinary, and then for some reason it all went wrong, and they have a
nasty situation with no winners. At VARMS you may see some "improvements" to the
flightline, or a new rule (I don't like rules, I prefer a culture, but cultures take a while to
implement) and other measures in the interests of safety. I would ask that people look at them
and discuss with us any issues, I'm sure we don’t have all the answers, and if we can make it a
safer place, then that’s what we should strive for.
On another matter, we refused a new membership last moth, you will need to ask the
committee if you want more details.
And finally, The Collyer month of aeromodelling. Four days at Springhurst for the free flight
state championships, with near perfect weather, good company and plenty of flying.
Question.... where do the satellites go on Sunday nights, we saw about 15 on Saturday night,
but none on Sunday night??. This Saturday I went Aerotowing at the field, was pretty
impressed with Tony’s Piper Cub, and the twin Zenoah runs like a Swiss watch.
Sunday I went out to Bacchus Marsh, as the Homebuilders and Vintage clubs were having a
seminar on the home built Minimoa being built in Melbourne, what a mighty project, and we got
to hear from the man who's dream it is, how the plans were sourced (boy, did that involve a
lot of people in different countries over many years ) and it showed the determination of the
man to make it happen. We heard from a structural engineer about some of the features of the
Minimoa that create structural problems. The question came up what makes a craft fly
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forward???? why doesn't it go the other way?
We also heard from Martin Simons on the
history leading up to and of the Minimoa, and
then we heard about how a builder was found,
and then we heard from the builder, and what
a story he told. But wait.... there's a BBQ on
over at the Vintage hanger, and lo and behold,
there it is, a nearly finished fuselage,
completed tail surfaces, all in beautiful
plywood. WOW-BLOODY-WOW!
Off course, next weekend is the VMAA trophy,
then a weekend at home, and then the JR
Aerotow at Jerilderie.
Told you it was a busy month.... Don't forget the Friday meeting at the field, the last one there
till October, this one with a glider twi fly (bungee or winch) a sausage sizzle, and maybe some
night flying
Have Fun Flying
Col

Flying Event Calendar
Name

Date/s

Location

Further Info

VMAA Trophy
VARMS Training
VARMS Trophy (1pm)
RCGA Thermal League #9
(9am)
JR Aerotow
ANZAC Day
RCGA F3K #10 (9.30am)
RCGA F3B #4 (12.30pm)
Scale Aerotow
Mothers Day

9 & 10/4/2011
17/4/2011
17/4/2011

State Field
VARMS Glider Field
VARMS Glider Field

VMAA
VARMS
VARMS

17/4/2011

Diggers Rest

RCGA

24 thru 26/4/2011
25/4/2011
2/5/2011
2/5/2011
7/5/2011
8/5/2011

Jerilderee

See ad this issue

Diggers Rest
Diggers Rest
VARMS Glider Field

RCGA
RCGA
VARMS
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Meeting Minutes

Roger Stevenson

Held at VARMS Field on Friday 11 March, 2011 – Comm. 8.10 p.m

Apologies:
Visitors:

Colin Collyer, Ian Slack & Colin Smith
John Gottschalk

Secretary: - Correspondence Out. – L.T. Henryk Kobylanski re: Club Membership.
Correspondence In – L.F. Henryk in reply.-request for review (at a Club Special general
Meeting) of Committee decision, to decline his Membership Application.
1) Membership News – advice of recent passing of former member – Reg Voaks.
2) Club House progress report
i) Club house – wiring and ceiling lights installation – very capably performed by Geoff
Moore & Geoff Trone, under the eagle eye of certificated member electrician Brian Spencer.
ii ) Martin Hopper –Field Maintenance
a)–Club Field in good condition and confirmation that power flying at field can be continued
up to 8 p.m. during daylight Saving Period hours.
b) Club Flagpole & Windsock.-report on progress ,on purchase & erection at field.
c) Field Drainage improvements – these are still in abeyance, awaiting advice & assistance
from contractors working on basketball stadium complex.
d) Car park surfacing – prospects of bitumen scrapings being available for this 0 being
investigated by Martin Hopper & Colin Collyer.
e) Donated full size fridge/freezer ,by Max Mc Cullough installed & awaiting power
connection to clubhouse.
3)Monash Community Raffle – report by Max Haysom &joint co-ordinator, Roger
Stevenson.
4) Power Flying regulation at Field
Club “Duty of Care” to others in our flight operations. Need for strict code of flight operations
and close self regulation – eg. Definitely no flying anywhere near Eastlink Tollway.
.- advice given, of serious flying accident recently, at P& DARCS Flying Field – member
struck on face by power model being operated on field – incident currently under close
investigation! – Call for sign on flying field detailing Club flying rules - Martin Hopper to
investigate.
5) VMAA Trophy Report – by Team captain & Co-ordinator, Lindsay Henderson-call for
members prepared to fill spots for Helicopter &” Old Timer” duration models.
Gate key Access for visitors –discussion on prospects of same process as for Club training (
ie: mobile phone number given ot for access) – decision deferred till next meeting.
6) Steam Traction Rally meeting - 12 to 14 March 2011. – Brief report by James Gleeson
and call for Club model exhibitors for Sunday & Monday.
Formal meeting concluded at 8.45 p.m. – followed by coffee & supper – accompanied by
night helicopter flying demonstration by Steve Malcman – Just Incredible!
Next Club Meeting Friday 8 April,2011 at VARMS Field Clubhouse. Comm. 8.p.m.
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Treasurer

Ian Pearson

Members only

Club Historian needs….

Des Bayliss

Do you have 'online copies' of Aspectivity on file?? I am trying to retain complete copies of the
mag from when it went to colour, BUT, Issue 375 of March 2005 on the VARMS website is
NBG, pages 1-16 being unusable. Pages 17 onwards of extra pics are ok.
I do have the B&W copy but looking at getting the original with as little work as possible??
Can anyone help Des out? If so, you can forward it directly or through the editor.
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Editor

Glenn Salisbury

Thanks again to all those who have supplied me with material to fill another issue.
My buddy Dean, from Canberra recently hijacked my Minimoa thread on RCGroups with the news
that he had pre-ordered a soon to be released Phoenix Models K-8B. At 6m span! Recommended
retail price will be around $750 AUD. Not too shabby considering the massive size.
So I went on the internet to find out some more. The Model Engines site has both a 3.5m and 6m
span K-8 from Phoenix listed, but no photos. So it was off to the Phoenix site itself where there is
no information whatsoever!
But a bit of digging came up with a video of the beast, the URL being:
http://www.phoenixmodel.com.vn/script/resize.php?src=upload/videogallery/image/4d880cb28f5dfPicture-020.jpg&w=150&h=87&zc=1

I rang Roj’s the following day and as
usual, his price is way better than
RRP, so some green folding matter
was exchanged for reserving two of
these – one for me and another for
a mate.
Roll on June/July when they hit the
shores. When it does arrive, I’ll bring
it to the meeting for everyone to look
at.
Oh yeah!

Classifieds:
Wanted: Simprop Piaggio Avanti model.
Glenn Salisbury 0433799922
If you want to view some videos of Camperdown or Avalon please visit my You Tube channel:
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VARMS Trophy 6th March 12, 2011

Bruce Clapperton

At last the weather came good for VARMS trophy! A few days of sunshine also meant that the
ground was dry underfoot and conditions were great for flying. We soon got started, flying
three minute flights with a landing in the box, or optional triangle, on the landing strip. Some
good rising air saw competitors struggling to get down on time in the early rounds. Then the
wind direction swung around to the south for a good 15minutes or so which held things up for a
bit. Best Three flights were counted with the final scores as follows:
Winner: Paul Dumsday (542) then Steve Tester (522) and Peter Cossins (506). Following on
the finishing order was Bruce Clapperton (465), Barry DeKuyper (5), Phil Connolly (439),
Danny Malcmann (425), Frank O’Neil (414), Roger Stevenson (408), John Wynn-Tweg (402),
Lew Rodman (359), Geoff Trone (318), Dean Roberts (13), David Sheehy (274).
We had three pilots flying electric on the day – two Radians and a Radian Pro. We were
having a little trouble getting the launch height about right with these (not that it reeeealy
matters.) This got me looking at altitude/time limiters which are now available. These are used
in “Altitude Limited Electric Soaring” (ALES) contests which are gaining in popularity. You
connect a small electronic device between the receiver and the speed controller and it cuts
power to the motor when you go over a set height or motor run time. A popular device seems
to be the “Competition Altimeter for Models” or CAM from Soaring circuits. This is US$49 for
Americans but AUD$75 for Australians from the Aussie Distributor. (Who said we had
parity???). Anyway, maybe we could do a group buy if 9-10 people are interested.
Anyway, a warm welcome to new VARMS trophy pilots David Sheehy, Dean Roberts and Phil
Connolly. Also, a big thank you to Ian Slack and Paul Dumesday for the use of the club winch
and Paul’s electric winch. After three or four rounds I was sorry to have to finish up and go. A
great day was had by all and I know that people were flying in the good conditions long after
the competition was over.

VARMS Trophy 10/11
VARMS trophy is on again for 2010/11
The VARMS trophy is a series of low key, fun competitions for two channel, two meter gliders, or
entry level electric models. Beginners are more than welcome and will learn a lot about catching
thermals, model trim, flying a target time, landing on the spot. If the wind is blowing, we may go
slope soaring instead, so please get your name on my email list of interested people so I can
contact you the day before.
Dates for 2011 are as follows:
17th April
29th May
If you are interested, please get in touch
with Bruce Clapperton bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au
or Mobile 0438 644 867
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2011 Milang F3J International

Chris Adams (from LSF website)

Milang proved again what an excellent venue it is for hosting competition gliding.
After 2 days of tough, and at times brutal, thermal competition, 27 pilots were whittled down to
7 for the fly-offs. 3 rounds of 15min fly-offs saw Dave Pratley rise to take top spot against a
world-class field. Theo Arvanitakis 2nd and Marcus Stent 3rd.
Friday practice day saw 22 deg temps, light breeze and around 20 pilots had a very pleasant
day's pre-event tuning. The WA team of Tim Kullack, Mike Rae (without his giant-killing Furio!),
Evan Outtrim and Stephen Gleeson (with his magnificent "Gecko" custom winch) arrived late
and squeezed in some valuable practice. Pilots came from all-around Australia; Vic, Tas, NSW
& WA.
Competition Day 1: Saturday, saw flat lifeless air of 23-25 deg. and gusts to 10kts. After
midday lots of thermals popped and many pilots got their 10mins and the landings sorted out
the top dogs.
Day 2: Sunday was tough. Gusting to 20kts and with massive lift/sink cycles saw many chase
downwind only to land out. 1000ft altitude is usually enough to get back with but not so for
many pilots.
Ballast was utilized and several pilots resorted to F3B ships to deal with the conditions. Tim's
Radical, Chris's Estrella and Bruce's Cobra got some airtime.
Airframe stresses on launch were high and Mike Rae's 3.8M Explorer was seen to flutter itself
to destruction as well as Don's Espada snap a wing clean-off and try the direct route to China.
The "F3J with winches" format
proved popular for pilots/spectators.
Seeing thermal ships launching and
landing in unison to the dulcet tones
of the recorded countown is
outstanding to watch.
Dave Pratley flew a 4M Explorer,
Theo his Pike Perfect, Marcus 3.5M
Explorer. A couple of Espadas were
evident including Alan Mayhew's
Sarsparilla which is a striking
combination of Espada R fuz and
Estrella DP wings.

Entertaining to watch; Carl & Theo made a pact on their last throwaway flight to launch under 1
sec. Colourful language was evident when Carl realised Theo reneged and zoomed to the
moon after 5 secs on tow.
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After hours entertainment Sat night
provided by Carl & Evan and Mr
Carlton
Draught.
Sunday's
sumptuous post-mortem bbq hosted
by Bruce/ Chris/ Marcus at Ruby's
Cottage (with thanks to Michelle and
Darrel Blow for catering).
Lastly, thanks to the ground crew
running the event. Debbie and
Michael Abraham scoring, Rob
Gunn MC, Mike O'Reilly CD and
Greg Potter/ Terry and the Adelaide
crew catering/ amenities and field
hardware.

Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field:
Mon
8am-Noon (power)
Dawn-Noon (glider)
Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)
Noon-Dusk (glider)

*Aerotow:
Clubrooms:

Tue

Power Glider

Glider

Wed

Thur

Power Glider

Power Glider

Fri

Sat

Sun

Power Power Glider

Power Glider

Glider

Glider

First Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm
Glider means gliders and electric assist
All days 7.00 am till 11.00 pm

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer.

The Keyboard
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard.
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The retired gentlemens’ Camperdown

Ian Slack

GREAT NEWS: The fence running
down the middle of the South slope at
the Point is no more. It was removed
over the long weekend.
Several VARMS members ventured
down to Camperdown after the long
weekend and they had a great time.
Bruce Robinson had his first experience
of flying at Camperdown and he was
greeted with light to moderate
Southerlies every day. He logged over
9 hours airtime in 3 days and he could
not wipe the grin off his face. Geoff
Trone, Martin Hopper, Brian Spencer
and I were equally blessed with good
flying. NO eagles were sighted at all.
Some of the models seen were
Bruce: Geoff: Martin: Brian: Ian: -

Easy Glider / EPP Lunak
Prelude / Duster / EPP Lunak
Schweitzer 1-26 / Sports Ricochet / Easy glider / EPP 1-26
Prelude / Discus
Woodstock / Schweitzer / EPP Lunak / 2*6 / Silent Squire

As usual, a good bit of socializing occurred as well, both on and off the slope. Des Bayliss and
Peter Jordan, both Camperdown locals, were around nearly every day and it good to catch up
with them.
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Dribble…..

Colin Smiff

It was just after the New Year that the immigration officer at Heathrow airport asked “what is
the nature of your visit to the UK sir?” (I liked that “sir” bit!) and without thinking I replied “I’ve
come to get our ashes back”, meaning, of course, my brother-in-laws and not those played for
with a bat and ball. They (the Pomms) tend to take the bat and ball variety rather too seriously,
so I had to hastily fill him in about funerals etc etc.
So there we were, back in the UK in the middle of their winter and they do actually have a term
for the weather conditions at that time of year …..”Bloody Freezing” and “Bloody Orrible” and
they were spot on cos it was!….rain and icy drizzle for the first couple of weeks, but that’s
another story and were gonna be there for two months!!!.
So what was the modelling scene like over in the UK? Or to be more exact….what was it like
on the borders of Outer Eastern London (Newbury Park to be spot on) and Essex. Having
been there in 1999…...7 model shops within 45 mins drive. Next time was in 2000….6 shops.
And that had shrunk to 4 shops within the 45 min drive in 2003. I should point out that the 45
mins was spent in slow moving traffic at about 25km/hr. In 2011 that was down to just one
shop…...ALS Hobbies…. and when I went in for a looksee I got a right royal earbashing about
how Islam would be taking over Australia within the new 30 years or so ….just like they have
done with a lot of European city’s. I really couldn't believe it…..Err, would I want to buy
anything in there after that !!!!! Before, while I was browsing, I noticed that they had a lotta stuff
with their own brand label on but obviously straight from Hong Kong and China. I also
witnessed an Grandfather buying a 60-90 powered WW11 German biplane with radio gear for
his grandsons upcoming birthday……..and he was told the lad could fly it in his local
park…..the lad was going to be 10 !!!!
At the other end of the scale we had a trip up to Suffolk to visit friends and managed to call into
Galaxy Hobbies…..jeez whatta shop!...chocker block full of all manner of kits including
sailplanes both scale and slope . I was tempted by a Middle Phase ...but …. she who must be
obeyed was in the car….nuff sed !. Excellent shop with knowledgeable staff and it would seem
that mail order was the name of the game. Cars and “those things that are held up by noise”
seem to be the most popular items and from what I could gather the adage “If it’s in a
magazine with a price... it will sell” fitted the bill. (no pun intended)
I had great trouble finding any flying clubs that were operating mainly due to their recent snow
and freezing sub zero temperatures but did speak to a couple of flyers and it seems that with
the high price of petrol at slightly over $2.00 per litre ( diesel was about $2.30-$2.50) plus the
ever present speeding cameras …..OOPS! Silly me, that should be traffic safety
cameras…..and finally the risk of a $150 parking fine….yes you did read it right $150 a time
and I have the dockets to prove it….. it was hardly worth getting the old jalopy out, far better to
post it.
Reading Chris Williams’s stuff in the mags it would appear that out of the metropolitan areas
modellers are better serviced but still rely on mail order and priced items in the magazine.
Their magazines do actually have published dates on their covers…..unlike ours !!! It helps
when relating to the prices etc so I am told….. seems logical and a great aid to selling.
Now to get to the main reason for this diatribe….I flew home with a slightly swollen left leg
thinking that I had strained it while walking….in fact it was so swollen at Dubai that I could only
hobble about. Arriving back in Oz I did not go to the doctors for about 10 days working on the
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assumption that the swelling would go down…..it didn't ! My standard yearly 100.000km
service ( finger jobby and blood tests) at the doctors resulted in a scan and a trip in a big shiny
ambulance to Knox Private Hospital where they had a bed with my name on it and nurses
pumping me full of rat poison.
I WAS A BLOODY IDIOT !
Deep Vein Thrombosis ( DVT) is what it is called and any shock,
jolt or bump to my system could have easily resulted in the clot
dislodging and circulating which could have resulted in a
funeral……...MINE !
So there it is...don't fly in pressurised aircraft with swellings and if
they do occur for whatever reason ….get to the doctors
immediately. The worst thing is not the needle in the stomach nor
the rat poison pills…. it’s the rotten stocking they make you
wear…. They itch to buggery and are so tight to get on and
off….plus its murder keeping your seams straight especially when
you wear shorts in shopping centres.
PS…..People have referred to me as a bleeder but in actual fact it
appears I’m a clot (ter) and the irony of the weather sage was that
we actually did have a heat wave while over there…..it reached
double figures 10 degree…....but only for one day !.
Colin who is very pleased to still be here Smith
Colin proving that stockings do
go with man-boobs

Club Build

Barry De Kuyper

The proposal is the build the 1/4 scale Woodstock to
Col Collyer's plan.
Lazer cut parts kit, foam wings, and canopy can be
arranged provided we have a min of 10 starters.
Price per kit will be $55.00 plus P&P.
Interested parties contact Barry De Kuyper on
baz15@optusnet.com.au.
For more information on the real thing, see:
http://www.silentflight.net/index.php?/content/view/88/57/
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Transmitter Certification advanced notice
Members who are still using Transmitters on 29, 36, 40 and 27 MHz frequencies should be
aware that their transmitters must be certified (for bandwidth) at least every two years.

Peter Cossins has kindly offered to carry out certification at the May 2011 General Meeting
which will be at the Glen Waverley Primary School Hall on Friday May 13. The usual fee per
Tx will apply and a percentage of the proceeds will go to the Club. Please present your Tx/Txs
in a clean and with a fully charge battery. Each Tx should have your name and any particular
instructions clearly marked on a tag attached to your Tx.

What’s in the box?

Colin Smiff

???????
Its a 3m scale sailplane and all
will be revealed at the meeting.
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VARMS Steams Along!

James Gleeson

Over the March Labour Day weekend of 2011, VARMS
put on a fantastic display of model aircraft at the nearby
Melbourne Steam and Traction Engine (MSTEC)
Steamfest 2011. This annual event attracts many
thousands of visitors displaying hundreds of machinery of
all types and sizes.
VARMS was well represented displaying a variety of
aircraft.
VARMS was given a prime position for its display just
to the right of the main entrance and in the MSTEC’s
main meeting room. On entering the rally, visitor’s
attention was immediately drawn to the VARMS
banner and a large (10kg plus) Pitt Special that Scott
McKenzie had brought in specially. It was a great
initial attractor and kids loved Woody as the pilot!
The rally had a carnival atmosphere and full of events
ranging from tanks, walking drag lines, vintage cars ,
vampire jets engines, traction engines, and of course
steam engines of all types. Certainly enough to
satisfy a wide range of interests.
VARMS had assembled a spectrum of aircraft for display including gliders to power, rotary
wing and indoor electric models. Most of the models were strategically placed to illustrate
different areas of interest with several hanging from the open truss roof. Special displays
included Peter Mack’s awesome PC21A electric powered models and Gary McDougall’s 8 foot
glider, both attracting considerable interest and comment.
The two flight simulators we set up were also a great hit, and were in continuous use
throughout the 3 days and required several battery charges. They enabled many first time
visitors to experience the thrill and challenges of our rewarding hobby. Most of the time there
was only standing room available especially around one simulator that we connected to a High
Definition 55” plasma display. The quality of simulation and sound was amazing. (Thanks
again to Scott McKenzie)
I am sure that from the number of enquiries we received many of these will translate into new
members. The event, although hard work was
enjoyed by all and provided another opportunity to
promote the advantages of our great hobby and
sport.
Special thanks to those VARMS members who
assisted in bring models and manning the displays
including Max Haysom, Geoff Moore, Robert
Kassell, David Weller, Gary McDougall, Ross
Peasley, Peter Mack, John Wynn-Tweg, Scott
McKenzie, Max Koludrovic and Lou Rodman.
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are still

Training Dates
17th Apr
Training radio
Frequencies are:
641, 643 & 645

Mowing Roster
Henri Wohlmuth
Jim Baker
Bruce Robinson
Graeme Hollis
Mal. Buckmaster
Robert Kassell

9764 1921
9803 2185
9887 8996
9739 4886
9763 1632
9795 1330

Apr (early)
Apr (late)
May (early)
May (late)
June (early)
June (late)

Geoff Moore (Heliport)
98022044
Max Koludrovic (Runways & Pits)

VARMS Training is
kindly sponsored by:

Any Problems with the field, ring

Hyperion Australia

Martin Hopper
9873 8256

Our special thanks to Kelly & Ian Costello from the
Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre, Glen
Waverley.
Also to Bruce Robinson for collecting and bringing it all
to the meetings each month
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article.
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer.
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content.
President
VP & Site Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Contest Director
Editor
Ordinary Member
Registrar
Heli Group Rep
Sports Power Rep
Webmaster

Colin Collyer
Max Haysom
Roger Stevenson
Ian Pearson
Alan Mayhew
Glenn Salisbury
Martin Hopper
Bruce Clapperton
Geoff Moore
Ray Douma
Steve Tester

VARMS Web Site:
Current Members:

9561 9097
9801 3899
9830 8293
5996 5019
9887 7885
9404 2157
9873 8256
9803 3108
9802 2044
0409 356515
9724 9728

http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS

If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain
the correct addressing of this Newsletter.
If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact
the Secretary, or other Committee member.

Potential Members:

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc.
Organisation No. A0001504U
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
The World Air Sports Federation

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying
radio controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings,
generally on a fortnightly basis. Exact dates and times are posted on the filed entrance gate.
VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australian.
VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio
controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas.
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the Glen
Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of
High Street Road and Springvale Road) Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome. Formalities are
usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all modelers and a light supper, suppliers by
Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre.
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